HISTORY/HUMANITIES FACULTY POSITION
& DEAN OF THE CHAPEL - SPIRITUAL FORMATION
Academic Rank:

A tenure-track faculty position in history or other related discipline in the humanities, at
a rank commensurate with experience and qualifications. This appointment will be
complemented by a deanship in chapel and spiritual formation.

Salary:

Based on education and experience as per the Crandall University Faculty Handbook.
(Approximate range $52,000 - $83,000). Includes generous benefits, retirement package
and fully funded research leaves.

Application Deadline:

The Search Committee will begin reviewing applications after February 22, 2021.

Starting Date:

2 July 2021 or as negotiated.

Qualifications:

Ph.D., D.Phil., or Th.D.

Particulars of the Position:

The successful candidate will be responsible for teaching, research and service within the
parameters of the discipline of specialization (history or related discipline within the
humanities tradition), as outlined in the Crandall University Faculty Handbook and in
accordance with contractual expectations designed to successfully balance faculty
responsibilities with the complementary deanship.
The deanship for Chapel & Spiritual Formation will make this individual also
responsible for the encouragement and facilitation of spiritual formation among the
students, staff, and faculty of the university through the chapel program and other
initiatives. Responsibilities include giving oversight and leadership to universitysponsored undergraduate activities and initiatives related to spiritual formation including
the chapel program.

Teaching Load:

Three semester courses per academic year or equivalent.

Other Duties:

Research and publication is required for promotion. In addition, the successful candidate
will be expected to be involved within their respective discipline’s professional
organizations.
The successful candidate is expected to be involved in service to the university including
serving on at least one university committee. A service role within one’s local church and
community is also expected according to one’s gifts and interests.

In accordance with Canadian immigration regulations, this advertisement is addressed first to Canadian citizens and
permanent residents.
Crandall University is a Christian university offering baccalaureate degrees in Arts, Business Administration, Science, and
Education and master degrees in Education and Management. Located in Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada, it was established
by the Canadian Baptists of Atlantic Canada. Crandall University is provincially chartered to grant degrees and certificates for
undergraduate and graduate programs and serves students from across Canada and around the world.
To be considered for appointment, candidates must demonstrate an understanding of and freely embrace the University’s
Mission Statement and Statement of Faith. Short-listed candidates will receive copies of these two documents prior to the
interview.
Qualified candidates should submit a letter of application, CV, evidence of teaching quality (teaching portfolio), research
statement, a one or two-page statement describing their faith commitment and how it shapes their academic work, a
description of any formal experience related to spiritual directing or mentoring, a description of how spiritual formation
occurs in an individual, a reflection on how worship and academic life might be integrated for a diverse student body and
finally, the names of and contact information for three references to:
Janet Williston, Executive Assistant to the Provost & Vice President for Academic Affairs
Crandall University
Box 6004, Moncton, NB, E1C 9L7
janet.williston@crandallu.ca
For further information about Crandall, visit our website at: www.crandallu.ca

